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Neural networks have been widely used for their ability to create generalized rulesets for 

a given set of training data.  In applications where no such training data exists such as 

new video games, they are often overlooked in favor of hard-coded artificial intelligence 

behaviors.  By applying a genetic algorithm instead of the traditional back-propagation 

technique, neural networks can develop video game AI while not requiring training data 

or preexisting knowledge of their environment.  This natural approach leads to more 

natural ‘human-like’ behavior both in terms of the learning process and in qualitative 

analysis.  In this thesis, we evaluate the ability of neuroevolved videogame AI to show 

human-like learning patterns and adaptability to new environments.  For applications in 

videogames or computer simulations, we explore how a set of hyperparameters can be 

modified to achieve the desired level of intelligence or difficulty- a key factor for 

videogame AI.  The prospect of changing hyperparameters then passively waiting for 

training to complete offers an attractive alternative to hard-coded AI where new 
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behaviors would have to be actively written and tested.  Our evaluations focus on 

evolving AI for a simple car racing videogame.  We found that our approach was indeed 

capable of creating a suitable AI for our test environments, and we were able to evolve 

new behaviors using both old ones (adaptation) and new ones (learning from scratch).  

Our process could be repeated for other game genres or applications, presumably with 

similar success.
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 

Neural networks are being used for a wide variety of applications due in part to 

their ability to learn from experience and replicate behaviors ranging from simple to 

complicated- even humanlike.  Simple behaviors describe one-to-one cause and effect 

relationships such as data classification.  Complex behaviors comprise a set of 

interconnected simple sub-behaviors to achieve a generalized ruleset.  Some applications 

such as computer vision or videogame AI can use neural networks to obtain complex 

behavior similar to or exceeding human decision making.  In this thesis, the process of 

creating and training neural networks which display realistic or ‘natural’ behavior 

without pre-existing training data or knowledge of their environment will be explored.  

This behavior will be learned by intelligent agents in a simulated environment for use in 

videogame AI applications.  The tasks presented to these intelligent agents will be highly 

dependent on their environment but solvable through a more generalized set of sub-

behaviors such as collision avoidance.  It is expected that the resulting behavior displayed 
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by the neural networks will be subjectively human-like in its learning process and 

objectively improving over time while learning from errors. 

For simulated environments such as video games, the gathering of frame-by-

frame training data would present a significant challenge.  The process described in this 

thesis would present an alternative methodology by which simple simulated AI agents 

(commonly referred to as Non-Playable Characters or NPCs) could be trained and 

eventually controlled through neural networks rather than traditional state machines 

typically used in the industry.  This avoids the complexity of gathering and cleaning 

frame-by-frame training data and removes the traditional need to code detailed state 

machines.  Instead, there is a tradeoff for an increased time spent training the network for 

a desired behavior or set of behaviors.  However, the method applied in this thesis can be 

programmed once then applied to a variety of different simulations.  The time spent 

training networks can be considered ‘idle’ time in that it does not require an active 

participant or a busy programmer.  For small behavior sets such as those required for 

driving a virtual car, this process can be done on consumer-grade hardware in relatively 

little time. 

Our approach involves the application of genetic algorithms to train neural 

networks- a process referred to as neuroevolution (McQuesten & Miikkulainen, 1997).  

By feeding information from the environment forward through the network, we obtain a 

set of ‘decision’ outputs that can be used to control the actions of a NPC controller.  

These networks will be relatively small in neuron count- typically no more than 30- so 

that they can be propagated at frequent timesteps.  By studying the resulting behavior of 
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these networks, this thesis aims to determine the viability of neuroevolution as a training 

method for videogame AI and to what degree the AI is tolerant to sudden environmental 

changes.  We find that our approach is not only capable of evolving the desired AI 

behaviors, but that the resulting neural networks are exhibit highly generalized behavior 

(suitable for a variety of environments) and can be altered quickly to fit new behavior 

parameters. 
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CHAPTER II 
RELATED WORKS 

The collection of related works for this thesis can be categorized into three 

sections: on the topic of neural networks, genetic algorithms, and the role of neurons in 

neural networks for applications in human-like behavior game playing behavior. 

2.1 NEURAL NETWORKS 

  Hopfield (1988) relates the artificial neural network to its biological counterpart- 

the brain.  In the simplest electronic terms, a neuron is studied as an input/output device.  

The author defines the computational dynamics of artificial neural networks as being 

“characterized by the existence of several stable states where each state corresponds to 

one or more answers to one or more optionally connected problems” (p. 5).  When 

passing data through a feed-forward neural network, the neurons undergo a series of 
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processes to produce an output.  Traditionally, the process is as follows as described by 

Yao (1999): 

𝑦 𝑓 𝑤 𝑥 𝜃  

 Where 𝑦  will be the output of the node 𝑖, 𝑓  is the transfer or activation function 

(typically a non-linear function such as the sigmoid function), 𝑤  is the weight of the 

connection from the 𝑗  node into 𝑖, and 𝜃  is the bias (sometimes called threshold) of 

node 𝑖. 

 Typically, neural networks learn desired behaviors through backpropagation.  

However, backpropagation requires a large quantity of clean, reliable training data.  The 

application of neural networks in this thesis, videogame AI, presents a problem for 

backpropagation as a training method.  Gathering frame-by-frame training data would 

require a substantial amount of human playtime.  Instead, we implement an alternative in 

which no training data is necessary to produce desired behaviors. 

2.2 NEUROEVOLUTION 

Without the use of training data and backpropagation to train neural networks, 

researchers such as Davis (1989) have described a process to ‘evolve’ neural networks 

using a genetic algorithm.  This process would take on many different forms, sometimes 

called neuro-evolution or simply neuroevolution (McQuesten & Miikkulainen, 1997).  

Evolutionary algorithms (genetic algorithms) are stochastic search models that are 

heavily inspired by the real-world process of natural selection and survival of the fittest.  
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Given a fitness function, a genetic algorithm will attempt to maximize the ‘fitness’ 

(solution quality) by combining the most-fit solutions into new ones.  This process 

repeats until the search space converges on an acceptable fitness score.  A genetic 

algorithm can be used to evolve a memorized sequence of actions that mimics behavior, 

but the result will be entirely dependent on a fully static environment.  This shortcoming 

can be fixed by introducing a neural network as the evolved solution.  Given a set of 

input or sensory neurons which are sensitive to their environment and a set of output 

neurons which command a reactionary response, a neural network uses the connections 

between neurons (axons) to create a multi-dimensional non-linear function.  The 

complexity of this function is dependent on several factors, the most prominent being the 

number of hidden neurons.  By testing the performance of a neural network through a 

fitness function and encoding its connection weights, we meet the criteria needed to apply 

a genetic algorithm as a learning technique. 

2.3 NEURAL NETWORKS FOR BEHAVIOR 

 In order to use a neural network as an AI behavioral controller, the network must 

be created with this in mind.  Cardamone, Loiacono, and Lanzi (2009) describe this 

process in their application of neuroevolution to videogame AI.  At a given time or frame 

interval, sensory data is passed from the observed environment to the input neurons of the 

network.  The network then executes a feed-forward step with the new data.  The output 

neurons now contain the reactionary data created from the observations.  At the next 

interval, the process is repeated.  Often these are not exact representations of the 
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observation or response, typically when observed or reaction values are outside the 

desired range of the network.  For example, Cardamone et al. (2009) map steering wheel 

turn data from the 1,1  range contained in the output neuron to a corresponding angle 

of 0.785398 rad. 

 Since the networks are expected to simulate a complex behavior over time, the 

fitness function cannot be directly applied to a single feed-forward pass.  Rather, the 

fitness function must evaluate the behavior as a whole.  For example, Cardamone et al. 

(2009) evaluate racing car networks as the distance raced in a fixed amount of time.  In a 

game-playing network, Agogino, Stanley, and Miikkulainen (2000) comprised a fitness 

function as a composite of multiple rewards and punishments divided by the agent’s ‘age’ 

or time taken to complete their task.  Since the output of fitness functions can be arbitrary 

so long as they are consistent, we can place larger coefficients on behavioral attributes 

deemed more important.  Conversely, we can subtract larger numbers from the score for 

sub-behaviors we wish to discourage. 

2.4 GENETIC ALGORITHMS AS A TRAINING MECHANISM 

 Genetic algorithms require a set of available solutions (in this case, neural 

networks) called generations or a population.  When the evaluation has completed, an 

important step called selection takes place.  There are several parameters regarding 

selection, each with strengths and weaknesses.  The goal of the selection algorithm is to 

attempt to maximize the theoretical fitness of the next generation using the actual fitness 

of the current generation.  In their creation of NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies 
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(NEAT), Stanley and Miikkulainen (2002) implemented speciation of the population in 

order to preserve innovations.  In addition to the selection algorithm itself, several 

improvements can be made to help increase generational fitness over time.  One such 

improvement is elitist selection- this will carry some members unchanged over from one 

generation to the next.  Another found in the work of Stanley and Miikkulainen (2002) 

involves selecting a subset of the population to be slightly modified and passed into the 

subsequent generation.  Cardamone, Loiacono, and Lanzi (2009) utilize two strategies- ε-

Greedy and Softmax.  ε-Greedy has a small chance to randomly select an individual for 

breeding but will otherwise select the most-fit individuals.  Softmax is a weighted 

random selection method that will favor individuals with higher fitness ratings as 

compared to other members of the population.  This ensures that each individual has a 

chance to be selected while still benefiting those that performed well.  However, 

Cardamone et al. found that these strategies are not significantly different in practice 

(2009). 

  When a selection algorithm is executed, the next generation must be constructed 

from the remaining individuals.  The next step is to encode all parent members so they 

can breed.  A simple and effective encoding process for fixed-structure neural networks 

according to Montana and Davis (1989) is to incrementally convert the connection 

weights into a list of real numbers.  If all networks are of uniform fixed size, then the 

encoded lists of two networks can be easily lined up and bred into a child network.  To 

maximize similarity to the real-world biological process, the child will have a 50% 

chance to inherit a given weight from either parent.  Additionally, a small user-defined 
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constant can randomly determine if the child will incur a mutation instead (signifying an 

error during crossing over).  A less natural method of crossing over is presented by 

Montana and Davis (1989) is a gradient operator.  In this operation, the feature 

inheritance chance is not fixed at 50%, rather it is a function based on the compared 

fitness of the parents.  As such, the child is more likely to inherit a feature from the more 

fit parent. 

In the crossing over step, there must be a chance that the child is mutated in some 

way.  This prevents genetic stagnation and can introduce helpful mutations that increase 

fitness.  For genetic algorithms used to create neural networks, several potential 

mutations exist.  The most prominent mutation is the changing of a connection’s weight.  

Stanley and Miikkulainen (2002) split this mutation further, with a high probability to 

uniformly perturb the weight of the axon and a lower probability to completely 

randomize the weight.  Montana and Davis (1989) present a mutation such that all 

incoming connections to a given non-input node are changed. 

2.5 NEURON REPRESENTATION 

The representation of data in neurons is arbitrary, in that the value they contain is 

situationally variable.  For example, Thrun (1995) trained artificial neural networks to 

play the game of chess using endgame board states and backpropagation as a learning 

tool.  In this research, the value of input and output neurons were representative of a 

given game state (i.e. where chess pieces were on the board).  Similarly, Lubberts and 

Miikkulainen (2001) used SANE (Symbiotic Adaptive Neuro-Evolution), a methodology 
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originally proposed by Moriarty and Miikkulainen (1997), to play the game of go.  Their 

input layer contained two binary inputs for each intersection of the go board (the first 

indicating the presence of a white stone, the second a black stone).  The output value 

represented the quality of a move at the given intersection. 

While these implementations treated network values as a complete game state, 

they can also represent an observation/reaction pattern.  For example, input values used 

by Cardamone et al. (2009) are calculated as normalized representations of observations.  

Their experiment involved neural networks capable of racing cars in a video game.  Some 

inputs included the car’s RPM, speed (as a 2D vector), fuel, etc.  These inputs are not a 

complete description of the game state, but encompass the same data that might be useful 

to a human player.  Similarly, the output neurons represent a series of actions that the 

network deemed appropriate given the observed input data.  This includes acceleration, 

brake, gear, and steering.  These input/output neurons are differentiated as sensors and 

effectors (Cardamone et al., 2009). 

A similar sensor and effector approach was taken by Agogino et al. (2000) in their 

application of neural networks as controllers for ‘peons’, a computer-controlled agent.  

These use two ‘eyes’ to see gold mines (goals) and enemies that must be avoided.  Each 

eye controls four input neurons- one for each of the cardinal directions.  Keeping with the 

sensor/effector pattern of neural networks, the output is a set of locomotive commands to 

move the peon. 

A slightly different approach to the sensor/effector model of neural networks is 

explored by Hausknecht, Lehman, and Miikkulainen (2014) in their research into neural 
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networks capable of playing a variety of different Atari video games.  Rather than using 

observations directly taken from the game environment, pixels from the screen are 

encoded into input neuron values.  Effector output neurons still represent a set of actions.  

In this case, these actions are simulated user input from the Atari controller.  This is a far 

more human-like approach to evolved behavior as it more closely resembles our 

conversion of visual stimuli to informed decisions.  However, the large amount of input 

data from the screen’s pixels becomes impossible to use with modern consumer-grade 

hardware and would be impractical for the purposes of videogame NPC behaviors. 

 To train neural networks or any other evaluable item using genetic algorithms, a 

simple pattern can be followed as described by Yao (1999).  First, a generation of 

randomized individuals is created.  In our application, these individuals are neural 

networks.  Until a certain termination criteria is satisfied (in our case, a given number of 

maximum generations has been reached), each individual in the generation will be 

evaluated.  A set of parents will be selected and bred to produce the proceeding 

generation (Yao 1999). 

2.6 NEUROEVOLUTION IN VIDEOGAMES 

Since each member must be evaluated, the loop to check for a satisfied 

termination criterion will generally take a large portion of time.  This is especially true 

for real-time decision making neural networks such as the self-driving car in the work by 

Cardamone et al. (2009) or the double pole balancing (DPV) problem described by 
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Gomez and Miikkulainen (1999).  These networks operate over a series of discrete time 

steps, typically intervals measured in either units of time or number of frames. 

The findings regarding evolved neural networks by Agogino et al. (2009) prove 

especially pertinent to this thesis whereby the neuroevolution process is capable of 

learning a set of behaviors suitable of a given environment then quickly adapting to a 

new environment without warning.  Additionally, the findings of Cardamone et al. (2009) 

provide a blueprint for controlling video game behaviors (both sensors and effectors) 

with neural networks rather than human input or hard-scripted AI such as state machines.  

These ideas along with other neural network and genetic algorithm techniques can be 

combined into a single technique capable of controlling different NPC behaviors in a 

human-like manner while maintaining their adaptability to new environments.  Hence, a 

measurement of behavioral quality can be quantified with a ‘survival rate’ (Cardamone et 

al. 2009).  When suddenly presented with a new scenario, the evolutionary process 

recovers survival rate significantly faster than it initially did at the simulation’s 

beginning.  An expected decline in fitness happens immediately following the scenario 

change, but the key factor is the ability of the chosen genetic algorithm to return to a 

fitness level comparable to that of the previous scenario.  An ideal behavior would 

already be adapted to the change before it happens- indicative of a perfect generalized 

behavior set.  However, this is unlikely to propagate out of the genetic algorithm until a 

comprehensive set of scenarios has been tested. 

 The work of Agogino et al. (2000) includes a detail with great implications to this 

thesis.  They state that AI in many videogames do not adapt.  This makes their behavior 
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predictable and subjectively less interesting to the player.  By studying and comparing 

simple but strong methods by which we can control video game AI through evolutionary 

algorithms, the domain as a whole could improve.  This includes latent beneficiaries of 

improvement in simulated behavior, such as realistic computer simulations. 

 For the purposes of this thesis, our genetic algorithm approach will follow the 

outline described by Yao (1999) where individuals are containers for neural networks.  

These networks will function similarly to those used by Cardamone et al. (2009) and 

Agogino et al. (2009) by using the sensor/effector model.  Networks will be prorogated at 

an interval of discrete physics timesteps as described by Cardamone et al. (2009) and 

Gomez and Miikkulainen (1999).  In our experiments to evaluate adaptability, we 

suddenly change major environmental factors similar to the experiment done by Agogino 

et al. (2000).  Whereas the networks created by Cardamone et al. (2009) operated under 

constant environment conditions such as track layout and drivetrain, we evolve networks 

with generalized behavior tolerant to a sudden change in these critical values.  For 

network crossing over we use the approach of ‘lining up’ weights as described by 

Montana and Davis (1989).  However, in our work we add the additional step of directly 

serializing neuron bias and variable activation functions.  Our selection algorithm is 

similar to that of ε-Greedy used by Cardamone et al. (2009). 
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CHAPTER III 
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 

Our simulation environment is set up as a simple but expandable car racing video 

game.  The goal for the NPC agents is to complete a lap around a track without crashing 

or stopping.  Like most racing games, time is critical in determining the ability of a 

player.  Faster lap times indicate a more skilled driver.  Each track is designed to be 

similar to real-world examples.  The goal of each experiment is to 1) train a neural 

network capable of completing a single lap and then 2) optimize the neural network to 

maximize its fitness.  For different experiments, our definition of fitness will change to 

match the desired behavior.  Overall, we hypothesize that both goals 1 and 2 will be 

accomplished for each track and that the final learned behavior should be ‘humanlike’ in 

its patterns.  The quality of the final behavior should be a product of our 

hyperparameters- thus allowing modifiable intelligence for videogame applications 

(variable difficulty). 
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3.1 INPUT DATA 

The testbed environment was created in the Unity Enginei using C# as the 

scripting language.  Vehicle physics are handled by the default standard asset car 

provided as part of a Unity package.  This vehicle is simple but offers the necessary 

requirements for our test case.  Additionally, the vehicle is intended for use by a human 

player as it receives input directly from a gamepad or keyboard.  This is beneficial to our 

research since we want our NPC agents to operate on a level playing field with a human 

player.  Due to the arbitrary nature of what neuron values can represent, our approach can 

be similar to that of Cardamone et al. (2009) where output neuron values can be mapped 

to simulated user input.  The output of our neural network only requires three nodes to 

satisfy the minimum user input requirement, as displayed in the Table 1.     

TABLE 1 

Vehicle Input Requirements and Mappings 

Input Name Range User Input Map Neural Network 

Turn Amount 
(Steering Wheel) 

1,1  
Keys A&D 

OR 
Joystick X Axis 

Output Neuron #1 

Acceleration 1,1  
Keys W&S 

OR 
Joystick Y Axis 

Output Neuron #2 

Brake 0,1  
Spacebar 

OR 
Joystick Button 0 

Output Neuron #3 
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It is common for videogame input values to be bounded by the range of 0,1  or 

1,1 , which happens to be the range of values for our neural network nodes.  

Therefore, our scaling function 𝑆 can be the identity function where 𝑦  is the output of the 

𝑖  node: 

𝑆 𝑦 𝑦  

  With a slight modification to the default Unity car controller script, we can feed 

the output vector of the neural network into the variables where user input is expected.    

As such, it is theoretically possible for a neural network to take over or release control 

from a user-controlled car at any given time.  Although not the focus of this research, this 

plausibility has implications in real-world driving assistance applications such as 

automatic braking or collision avoidance. 

3.2 VISION THROUGH RAYCASTING 

 The input (sensory) neurons of our networks are critical in obtaining desired 

behavior patterns.  Ideally, we want to minimize the number of sensory neurons while 

still receiving quality output.  Additionally, the NPC agent should not have access to any 

information that would otherwise be unavailable to a human player.  This information 

must be directly observable and quantifiable.  We define our first hyperparameters as 

𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁 , 𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁 , and 𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁 .  These control the simulated 

radar queries used to simulate vision.  In Unity, this process is accomplished using 

Raycasting.  The 𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁  hyperparameter indicates the number of radar queries 

allowed per time interval.  These are distributed across an angle indicated by 
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𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁 - an angle (in degrees) that encompasses the entire range of vision.  The 

maximum distance that the radar nodes will be sensitive is represented as 

𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁 .  Once per time interval (in this case, each discrete physics timestep), 

the car’s radar node will rotate to a given angle 𝜃 relative to the rotation of the car and 

perform a Raycast.  Each 𝜃  is calculated as follows where 𝑖 ∈ 𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁 : 

𝜃
𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁

2
𝑖 ∗

𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁
𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁 1

 

 We define a vector 𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁 that will contain normalized values over the range 

0,1 , each representative of a particular vision Raycast at an angle 𝜃.  When performing 

a Raycast, the distance 𝑑 is returned (in meters) if there is a hit.  Otherwise, 𝑑 0.  This 

allows for the following formula to calculate the normalized distance 𝑑  between the car 

and a potential collision at the angle 𝜃 : 

𝑑 ∈ 𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁
𝑑

𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁
 

 However, we want sensory neurons to become increasingly stimulated as 

potential collisions get closer.  Simply subtracting the distance ratio from one will 

accomplish this behavior, and the function becomes the following: 

𝑑 ∈ 𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁 1
𝑑

𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁
 

In addition to the vision cone of the car, we consider the car’s current speed to be 

an important factor in evolving an ideal driving behavior.  We define a maximum 

velocity hyperparameter called 𝑉  in meters per second.  Every physics timestep, we 

normalize the velocity vector of the car and obtain the current velocity 𝑉 in meters per 
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second.  Using these values, we can obtain a normalized value 𝑉′ over the range 0,1  

that represents the car’s velocity: 

𝑉′
𝑉

𝑉
 

3.2 LANE CHECKING 

A final set of values used to construct the sensory neuron input vector is a lane 

checking radar system.  Similar to the 𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁 vector, we construct a 𝐿𝐴𝑁𝐸 vector that 

will be used to check if the car is currently driving in the correct lane.  We do this by 

mounting radar nodes to the front and rear of the car, each permanently affixed at a 90° 

angle relative to the car (this will favor driving on the right-hand side of the road- left-

handed priority could be easily accomplished by affixing the radar nodes at a 270° 

angle).  These will perform a Raycast at every discrete physics timestep and return a 

value 𝑑 where 𝑑 is the distance to a collision if one exists, zero otherwise.  We set a 

maximum lane distance hyperparameter 𝐿𝐴𝑁𝐸  (typically set around 4m since 

the typical U.S. road width is 3.7m).  The values of 𝐿𝐴𝑁𝐸 are then filled with the 

following guidelines (greedy selection): 

𝐿𝐴𝑁𝐸 𝑖
𝑑 0 𝐹𝐴𝐿𝑆𝐸
𝑑 𝐿𝐴𝑁𝐸 𝑇𝑅𝑈𝐸
𝑑 𝐿𝐴𝑁𝐸 𝐹𝐴𝐿𝑆𝐸

 

If ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐿𝐴𝑁𝐸: 𝑖 𝑇𝑅𝑈𝐸 then we consider the car to be in the correct lane.  

Otherwise, it is outside of the lane.  This value can now be passed as a 0 or 1 to the 

corresponding sensory neuron in the controlling neural network. 
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Each neural network will have a number of sensory neurons in layer 1 (the input 

layer) |𝐿 | as defined by the following: 

|𝐿 | 𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁 2 

The constant 2 defines the two additional neurons: 1) the normalized velocity 

value and 2) whether or not the car is currently in lane.  Table 2 displays the sensory 

neuron descriptions: 

 

TABLE 2 

Neural Network Sensory Neuron Descriptions 

Sensory Neuron # Range Description 

0 1,1  Vision 

1 1,1  Vision 

… … … 

𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁  1,1  Vision 

𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁 1 0,1  Current Velocity 

𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁 2 0,1  Is In Lane? 

 

Each discrete physics timestep, the observed values from the environment will be 

set according to Table 2 and the feed-forward network will provide new effector values 

from the output layer as defined in Table 1. 
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3.3 FITNESS FUNCTION DEFINITION 

The fitness function relies on a set of hyperparameters that we define for each 

experiment based on the desired behavior.  These hyperparameters are as follows: 

1. Distance Importance (𝐼 ) 

2. Time Importance (𝐼 ) 

3. Lane Importance (𝐼 ) 

Each discrete physics timestep, the car will calculate its remaining distance to the 

finish line based on a series of invisible checkpoints embedded in the track.  This value is 

normalized between 0,1  with 0 being no progress and 1 being a complete lap.  For our 

fitness function, this value is represented as 𝐷. 

When a car begins its drive, the current system time is logged as 𝑇 .  Each physics 

timestep, the current system time 𝑇  is used to calculate Δ𝑇 𝑇 𝑇 .  Since 

this value is used to calculate fitness and we want networks to be more fit as their time 

goes down, we subtract it from some arbitrarily large integer 𝛼 (for our tests, we used 

𝛼 200) to get the following value 𝑇 used in the fitness function: 

𝑇 𝛼 Δ𝑇 

Finally, the car will check each physics timestep to see if it is currently driving 

inside the correct lane.  If so, then it adds the amount of time since the previous physics 

timestep Δ𝑡 to a counter ℓ.  The ratio of time spent in lane ℓ to total time spent driving 

Δ𝑇 (as calculated previously) yields the fitness function value 𝐿.  This value will tend 
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towards 1 when the car has spent the majority of its time in lane, and 0 if it has not driven 

in lane at all. 

𝐿
ℓ

Δ𝑇
 

Fitness 𝐹 for some organism 𝑂 is re-calculated each discrete physics timestep 

using the following formula: 

𝐹 𝑂 𝐼 ∗ 𝐷 𝐼 ∗ 𝑇 𝐼 ∗ 𝐿  

However, we consider a critical failure condition to be colliding with an obstacle.  

If a car performs such a collision, it is no longer allowed to continue driving and will no 

longer update physics.  If the 𝐼 coefficient values are set correctly, this ensures that cars 

that can drive for a long time without colliding will be favored over cars that crash early 

on.  𝐼 values can be arbitrarily large or small depending on the desired behavior.  For 

example, 𝐼 ≫ 𝐼  would greatly prioritize completing the lap as compared to completing 

it quickly. 

3.4 CONTROL EXPERIMENT 

Our experiments aim to examine the effectiveness of neuroevolution in simulating 

human-like behavior in a car racing videogame.  This begins with a control experiment to 

prove the viability of our approach.  In this experiment, we are simply testing to see if our 

approach is reasonable for producing a neural network capable of navigating a car around 

a given test track while having no prior knowledge of the track or training data. 
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3.5 ENVIRONMENT CHANGE EXPERIMENT 

Using the hyperparameters from the control experiment, we will begin a second 

experiment to evaluate our approach when faced with a changing environment.  A 

network 𝑁 will be trained on a given track layout 𝑇 then placed in a new layout 𝑇′ and re-

trained until it reaches a comparable fitness threshold.  Next, a new network 𝑁′ will be 

trained from scratch on 𝑇′ to reach the same fitness benchmark.  The two training 

processes will be compared to see if network 𝑁 was able to adapt to 𝑇′ faster than 𝑁  was 

able to develop a behavior from scratch.  This would confirm the similar findings by 

Cardamone et al. in their peon experiment (2009). 

3.6 DRIVETRAIN CHANGE EXPERIMENT 

A similar experiment will be changing the drivetrain of a car while keeping its 

neural network controller.  A car with rear-wheel drive (RWD) handles very differently 

than a car with front-wheel drive (FWD)- and different behavior is required to 

successfully operate it.  Given a set of drivetrains 𝐷 𝑅𝑊𝐷, 𝐹𝑊𝐷, 𝐴𝑊𝐷  we will train 

a set of networks 𝑁 such that ∀𝑑 ∈ 𝐷∃𝑁  where 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 is a network that was originally 

trained using drivetrain 𝑑.  Next, we will switch the drivetrain to some other setup 𝑑  for 

each 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁.  After training 𝑛  on the new drivetrain 𝑑 , we will compare the training 

time to 𝑛  and see if the learned behavior developed faster through adaptation (changing 

condition) or pure evolution (learning from scratch). 
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3.7 USER-DEFINED BEHAVIOR EXPERIMENT 

The next experiment involves altering the coefficient importance values 𝐼 for the 

fitness function 𝐹.  For example, disproportionately increasing 𝐼  as compared to 𝐼  and 

𝐼  should yield a neural network with increased concern over staying in lane.  In a 

videogame where NPC car controllers are meant to simulate civilian behavior rather than 

motor racing, this behavior would be more desirable.  If we can successfully dictate our 

desired behavior by altering our fitness function coefficients, then our approach has 

fulfilled the necessary requirements to replace hand-coded state machine behavior.  To 

empirically prove the change in behavior, we will compare the percentage of time spent 

in lane for the most fit network from the control experiment to the percentage of time 

spent in lane for the most fit network in this experiment.  If we can increase the time 

spent in lane by increasing 𝐼 , this validates our approach. 

For each experiment, we will collect the following data on a per-generation basis 

for a set number of generations or satisfactory fitness as defined by the experiment: 

 Minimum Fitness 

 Maximum Fitness 

 Mean Fitness 

 Median Fitness 

 Range Fitness 

 Best Time (if completed) 

 Time Spent in Lane Ratio 

 Normalized Distance 

Traveled 

Additionally, the most fit neural network at the end of each experiment will be 

serialized along with the following metadata about the experiment: 
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 Input Layer Size 

 Hidden Layer #1 Size 

 Hidden Layer #2 Size 

 … 

 Hidden Layer #𝑛 size 

 Output Layer Size 

 Small Mutation Rate 

 Large Mutation Rate 

 Weight Nudge Minimum 

 Weight Nudge Maximum 

 Generation Size 

 Parent Count 

 Elitist Selection? 

 Artificial Selection? 

 Heuristic Selection? 

 Heuristic Fitness

 

All experiments were run on a 2.80 GHz Core i7 64-bit Windows machine with 

32GB of RAM and 8GB of GPU for 3D rendering.
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 CONTROL EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

Our control experiment yielded a neural network which successfully navigated the 

given test track 𝑁  (as seen in Figure 1).  As predicted, the network improved its 

collision avoidance sub-behavior first before improving the speed at which it completed a 

lap.  Due to the stochastic nature of the genetic algorithm learning model, different 

simulation runs achieve the optimal behavior at different speeds (as measured by number 

of generations tested).  However, they all eventually converge on a solution.  Note that 

our 𝐼  value is ≫ 𝐼 , 𝐼  so the fitness function is heavily weighted towards completing a 

lap without collision rather than optimizing time.  Since 𝐼 0, the fitness function does 

not consider lane consistency. 
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FIGURE 1 

Image of Sample Test Track 𝑇  for Control Experiment 

 

Track Length: 1,204m  

𝑃  

𝑃  

𝑃  
𝑃  
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The control experiment succeeded with the following hyperparameters: 

 

Fitness Function 𝑭: 

𝐹 𝑂 𝐼 ∗ 𝐷 𝐼 ∗ 𝑇 𝐼 ∗

𝐿   

𝐼 300  

𝐼 1  

𝐼 0   

Vision Parameters: 

 𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁  5 

𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁  90° 

𝑉𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁  35𝑚 

Network Architecture: 

Input Layer Size:  5 

Hidden Layers: 3 

Hidden Layer Sizes: 8,8,5  

Output Layer Size: 3 

Genetic Algorithm Parameters: 

 Small Mutation Rate: 0.25 

 Large Mutation Rate: 0.03 

 Nudge Minimum: 0.05 

 Nudge Maximum: 0.1 

 Generation Size: 25 

 Parent Count:  2 

 Artificial Selection? 𝑇𝑅𝑈𝐸 

 Elitist Selection? 𝑇𝑅𝑈𝐸 

 Heuristic Selection? 𝑇𝑅𝑈𝐸 

 Heuristic Fitness: 3  
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FIGURE 2 

Maximum Generational Fitness Over Time for Networks Trained on 𝑇
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FIGURE 3 

Average Maximum Generational Fitness Over Time for Networks Trained on 𝑇  

 

In Figure 2, the graph shows the progress of our initial set of control networks 

𝑁 .  to 𝑁 .  over the course of 50 generations on track 𝑇 .  Figure 3 shows the arithmetic 

mean of these maximum fitness values.  Initially, the network evolves to exhibit the 

simple behavior of pressing the accelerator and easing off the brake.  Around generations 
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behavior over keeping the steering wheel held to one side.  Note in Figure 1 the relative 

straightaway path after the start node 𝑃 - the described behavior is favorable as it will 

crash at 𝑃  rather than using the wheel and hitting a guardrail.  By generations ~7-10, a 

basic turning behavior is developed.  A “turn away from trouble” behavior is sufficient 

for a large portion of the track- but the network is still incapable of completing a lap due 

to the narrowing track section at 𝑃 .  This is solved by generation ~22 where the behavior 

becomes capable of keeping a straight course at the narrow road at 𝑃 .  It fails to handle 

the hairpin turn at 𝑃 , but is able to alter its turning behavior to overcome 𝑃  around 

generation ~27.  By this time, it is capable of completing a lap.  Subsequent generations 

work to improve the lap time (Note: the fitness impact of improved time is small because 

𝐼 ≫ 𝐼 )  

Different runs produce different sub-behavior results but tend to converge on 

similar optimal behaviors. Network 𝑁 .  learns a large portion of its driving behaviors 

very quickly and very early.  By comparison, 𝑁 .  takes slightly longer to evolve a 

suitable driving behavior but similarly increases its fitness rapidly due to the pattern-

matching property of neural networks.  For example, once it learns how to turn left once, 

it can do so again in similar scenarios.  Only when presented with a completely new 

situation will it fail- but it will learn by doing so over time.  𝑁 .  spends a comparatively 

long time improving upon the basic ‘drive forward’ sub-behavior, but still converges on a 

high-fitness driving behavior within ~34 generations.  
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4.2 ENVIRONMENT CHANGE EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

To test whether our trained network offers an improvement over learning a new 

track from scratch, we will serialize the network evolved to be a control network 𝑁 .  (as 

plotted in Figure 2) and place it in a foreign (i.e. unseen before) environment.  𝑁 .  was 

trained on 𝑇  to create an optimal driving behavior.  Now, we will place 𝑁 .  (simply 

called 𝑁  from now on) in 𝑇  (Figure 4) and see how it reacts to the sudden change.  A 

‘perfect’ generalized behavior would be able to use what it learned in 𝑇  and apply it to 

𝑇  to complete a clean lap.  However, a perfect generalized behavior is not required.  

Rather, we want to see if 𝑁  will adapt its behavior to fit 𝑇  faster than a network 𝑁  

which was trained from scratch on 𝑇  would. 

 Note in Figure 4 that the driving requirement will be quite different than Figure 

1.  Track 𝑇  had much tighter turns and shorter straightaways than 𝑇 - along with being 

significantly shorter in distance (1.2km compared to 4.5km).  Since our fitness function 

considers 𝐼  (lap time importance) but the expected time to complete 𝑇  is much less than 

𝑇 , we will evaluate another collected metric: Normalized Distance Traveled (NDT) 

where 0 would be lack of progress and 1 would be a completed lap.  The value is 

normalized with respect to the total length of the track. 

 

𝑁𝐷𝑇 𝑂
𝑇𝑅𝐴𝐶𝐾 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑇𝑜𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑠ℎ 𝑂

𝑇𝑅𝐴𝐶𝐾
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 First, we will obtain networks 𝑁 .  through 𝑁 .  by training them on 𝑇  and 

recording the results as seen in Figure 5 and Figure 6. 

 

FIGURE 4 

Image of Sample Test Track 𝑇  for Adaptation Experiment 

 

Track Length: 4,492m 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

𝑃  

𝑃  

𝑃  
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FIGURE 5 

Maximum Generational Fitness Over Time for Networks Trained on 𝑇  
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FIGURE 6 

Average Maximum Generational Fitness Over Time for Networks Trained on 𝑇  
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FIGURE 7 

Normalized Distance Traveled for 𝑁  Between 𝑇  and 𝑇  
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𝑇 .  Generation #31 was the first time 𝑁  experienced 𝑇 , and by generation #33 it had 

completed a lap.  This is a difference of 2 generations to adapt the behavior of a network 

𝑁  trained on 𝑇  to fit the entirely different 𝑇 .  Compare this value to 𝑁 - a network 

trained on 𝑇  from scratch.  On average (see Figure 6), 𝑁  networks took ~31 

generations to achieve an NDT of 1 by completing a lap.  This confirms that our 

approach created suitably generalized driving behavior applicable to entirely foreign 

environments.  In addition, this is a distinctively human learning behavior- learning to 

drive in one environment allows for driving in any environment with small adjustments. 

4.3 DRIVETRAIN CHANGE EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

The next adaptation experiment involved a sudden change in the simulated car’s 

drivetrain.  Thus far, the vehicle was using 𝐴𝑊𝐷.  We can use 𝑁  (now called 𝑁 ) on 

𝑇  as the control network for 𝐴𝑊𝐷.  Similarly, we train 𝑁  and 𝑁  all on 𝑇  for use 

as control networks.  The training results for these networks can be seen in Figure 8.   

Next, we place the control network for each respective drivetrain in a vehicle with 

a different drivetrain.  For example, placing 𝑁  as the AI controller for a 𝑅𝑊𝐷 

vehicle.  Every drivetrain transition was covered and recorded in Figures 9-11:   
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FIGURE 8 

Normalized Distance Traveled Over Time for Networks Trained w/ Various Drivetrains 
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FIGURE 9 

Normalized Distance Traveled Over Time for 𝑁  Drivetrain Transitions 
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FIGURE 10 

Normalized Distance Traveled Over Time for 𝑁  Drivetrain Transitions 
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FIGURE 11 

Normalized Distance Traveled Over Time for 𝑁  Drivetrain Transitions 
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both 𝐹𝑊𝐷 and 𝐴𝑊𝐷 without any adaptation required.  The full table of values can be 

found in Table 3.  

 

TABLE 3 

Generations Required to Adapt Trained Network to Foreign Drivetrain 

 Trained Network Original Drivetrain 

C
ar

 D
ri

ve
tr

ai
n

  AWD FWD RWD 

AWD - 22 0 

FWD 0 - 0 

RWD 3 0 - 

   

TABLE 4 

Generations Required to Train a Network from Scratch for Various Drivetrains 

AWD FWD RWD 

27 48 20 

 

 

We can observe significant improvement when adapting existing networks in 

Table 3 compared to evolving networks from scratch in Table 4.  These findings are 

consistent with our previous experiment of suddenly changing track layouts and the 

findings of Cardamone et al (2009) 
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4.4 USER-DEFINED BEHAVIOR EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

We have now established that our neural network controllers are capable of rapid 

adaptation to foreign environments and new situations.  This is an attractive quality for 

videogame AI- but we must also be able to dictate pre-defined behaviors an 

encourage/discourage certain sub-behaviors to make our approach a viable alternative to 

hard-coded AI.  We do so by modifying our fitness function coefficient ‘importance’ 

values.  Currently, the values are set as such: 

 

Fitness Function 𝑭: 

𝐹 𝑂 𝐼 ∗ 𝐷 𝐼 ∗ 𝑇 𝐼 ∗ 𝐿   

𝐼 300  (Distance) 

𝐼 1   (Lap Time) 

𝐼 0   (Lane Adherence) 

 

 These values heavily reward completion and give little importance to time while 

entirely ignoring lane departures.  To show that our approach is capable of promoting 

individual sub-behaviors, we will now increase 𝐼 ≫ 𝐼  so that networks are heavily 

incentivized to stay in their lane.  Such a behavior might be desirable as a controller for 

civilian NPC vehicles in an open-world driving game where arrival and safety are more 

important than speed.  We modify 𝐼 300 in a new fitness function 𝐹  so that lane 
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adherence is as important as distance traveled, and load our control network 𝑁  into a 

new generation. 

 

FIGURE 12 

𝑁  Time In Lane % Compared to NDT w/ Original Fitness Function 𝐹 
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FIGURE 13 

𝑁  Time In Lane % w/ New Fitness Function 𝐹  
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staying in lane 3% of the time to a much improved 95% TIL.  This massive change 

in behavior was brought about by simply altering a single hyperparameter.
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 

5.1 CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, this thesis presents a simple, generalized process by which neural 

networks can be trained to control videogame or computer simulation intelligent agents 

with a human-like learning process and set of emergent behaviors.  Using techniques 

from related works in a variety of applications of neural networks and evolutionary 

algorithms, we successfully synthesized human input from neural networks by way of a 

simulated vehicle in a testbed racing game.  This was done without any training data or 

hard-coded behaviors.  In terms of both qualitative analysis and empirical observations, 

the learning method of neuroevolution and the resulting behavior sets are remarkably 

human and suitable for use as an AI controller in a videogame. 

 Our experiments began with a proof-of-concept, providing a control set of reliable 

neural networks trained from scratch for a specific environment.  We found that the 

behavior of our control networks was highly generalized and could be quickly adapted to 
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foreign environments with very little training time.  This adaptation process consistently 

out-performed evolving new networks from scratch in the new environment.  This held 

true for both a change in track layout and change in vehicular drivetrain.  Finally, we 

proved our approach to be flexible for providing intelligent agents of variable intelligence 

or behavior sets.  This was accomplished by simply altering hyperparameter ‘importance’ 

coefficients in the fitness function to incentivize desired behaviors.  Once a new fitness 

function was defined, existing networks could be re-trained quickly to more closely 

match the user’s desired behavior. 

5.2 FUTURE WORKS 

   In order to evaluate the performance impact and implementation feasibility of 

our approach of training videogame AI using neuroevolution, said approach must be 

applied to scale in a full game environment as compared to a testbed simulation such as 

the one we used for this thesis.  For rigorous examination, our approach must be directly 

compared to an existing hard-coded state machine AI. 

 While our neuroevolution approach was sufficient for evolving our desired 

behavior sets, more complicated behaviors might require either more advanced 

neuroevolution techniques such as SANE (Lubberts & Miikkulainen, 2001) or NEAT 

(Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002), or the use of traditional backpropagation (which 

would require a substantial amount of cleaned user-input training data).  Ideally, all of 

these techniques should be compared to the results of this thesis in terms of performance, 

ease of implementation, and resulting behaviors. 
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 Future work should include an application of our approach to other game genres 

that offer a different set of desired behaviors.  Racing games are a logical starting point 

due to the ease with which we can quantify success.  More complicated definitions of 

success such as those found in real-time strategy games or first-person shooters.  These 

genres would require more research into constructing a viable fitness function and would 

likely benefit from neural networks with long-short-term memory. 

 Finally, our evolved agents must be tested with humans sharing the same 

environment.  This would provide them with more intelligent adversaries and be the true 

test of their abilities.  Likewise, it is important that neuroevolved agents provide an 

entertaining challenge to their human competitors. 
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APPENDECIES 

i These materials are not sponsored by or affiliated with Unity Technologies or its affiliates. “Unity” is a 
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